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TECHNICAL CORRIGENDUM 2

The Management Council of the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) has authorized the publication of technical corrigendum 2 to CCSDS 133.1-B-2, issued October 2009.

Page 1-5 subsection 1.7, replace


with
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Page 2-3, subsection 2.3, 3rd paragraph
change

“‘reserved APIDs’ in reference [8]….‘defined Protocol IDs’ in reference [8]”
to

“‘reserved APIDs’ in reference [9]….‘defined Protocol IDs’ in reference [10]”

Page 3-3 subsection 3.3.2.2, note
change

“is contained in reference [8]”
to

“is contained in 3.2.2, reference [8], and reference [11], respectively”

Page 3-4 subsection 3.3.3.2, note
change

“is contained in reference [8]”
to

“is contained in 3.2.2, reference [8], and reference [11], respectively”

Page 4-1 subsection 4.1, 2nd paragraph, list item b)
change

“2044 … documented in reference [8]”
to

“2045 … documented in reference [9]”

Page 4-3 subsection 4.2.2.3, 3rd paragraph
change

“registered in reference [8]”
to

“registered in reference [10]”
Page 4-3 subsection 4.2.2.6, 3rd paragraph
change
“registered in reference [8]”
to
“registered in reference [11]”

Page 5-1, table 5-1, row beginning with “Valid APIDs”
change
“reference [8]”
to
“reference [9]”

Page 5-1, table 5-2, row beginning with “Valid Protocol Identifiers …”
change
“reference [8]”
to
“reference [10]”